CrashLogic, a LexisNexis Product, is a no-cost solution for law enforcement agencies that provides meaningful crash data analytics that can be used to create safer roadways, help qualify your agency for valuable grants and validate special programs. CrashLogic can also assist with managing the process of filling crash report requests online, reducing the mail and walk-up traffic your records department processes.
Collision reports, a cumbersome task

For law enforcement agencies, handling collision reports has been among the most cumbersome tasks for decades. Records departments have long been burdened by having to tabulate crash reports on a nightly basis, while dealing with long lines of citizens requesting records during the day.

The evaluation of crash data to compose grants for special programs has been known to take up precious staff time, while agencies find it difficult to make many necessary traffic improvements due to a lack of collision data for timely and convenient analysis.

Until now…

CrashLogic® is a multi-faceted crash reporting solution that is helping law enforcement agencies complete a number of strategic initiatives simultaneously. More than allowing agencies to save time and money on crash report distribution, the robust solution, provides:

- Crash mapping, electronic dashboards and trend analysis tools to help agencies easily determine where accidents occur most frequently and their various causation factors.
- Enhanced investigative capability utilizing customized reporting that includes driver and passenger data, vehicles, plate and VIN data searches.

Map and analyze crashes in your town or city to identify crash trends and countermeasure effectiveness with powerful dashboards.

“Rather than just taking a stab at when I should have my traffic cars working, I can look at the data and direct them...

And some of the data you would have never thought to look at.”

Chief Frank Previte
Lewiston Police Department, Niagara County
A solution that pays for itself

CrashLogic® is a no cost solution to law enforcement agencies that allows them to:

• Sustain and grow report revenue by conveniently collecting report fees online
• Receive monthly report sales reimbursements
• Track sales activity and provide receipts associated with each report that includes the person or entity purchasing the report, date, time and IP address
• Manage both paper and electronic reporting while simplifying report data entry, storage, access and distribution to save time and boost efficiency
• Minimize walk-in and mail report requests, allowing staff to focus on higher priority tasks

A proven solution

A leader in collision records management and repository services since 1999, LexisNexis has formed trusted partnerships with more than 5,000 agencies across the nation now using our application to:

• Offer secure online distribution of reports to authorized parties 24/7 to enhance service to the public
• Significantly reduce backlogs and improve data accuracy to help government entities maintain more accurate up to date records
• Strengthen and support public safety
• Improved response times assists citizens with resolving their claim faster

Built with security in mind

Committed to the secure online distribution of crash reports, the CrashLogic solution incorporates the following measures:

• Protects against unauthorized access
• Reports questionable activity
• Monitors IP addresses and login attempts
• Locks the account when consecutive login attempt failures occur and notifies the agency
• Exercises strict password conventions
• Provides powerful firewall technology allowing minimum access and increased protection
So, why wait?
Join the thousands of agencies already enjoying the benefits of CrashLogic®:
• Greater efficiency
• Collision mapping and analytics
• Improved processing
• Additional revenue

For more information, call 877.719.8806 or email solutionsinquiry@lexisnexisrisk.com